**FEATURES**

This are our NEW MX PT5 Types with built-in RS 232- USB interface and internal cabling CAT-Cable (5m) for MOBOTIX cameras

Type of Camera:
M15/ M16, M24/ M25, M26 S14/ S15 and S16 are supported. (housing for S Series is extra to order)

The high-speed pan-tilt head features precision 12VDC stepper motors. It needs no mechanical stops due to sliding contacts.

Programming of endless Tours is one of the newest features

PT5 is already integrated in to the MX Control Center ® and MX Software. So it is controllable by browser.

Additional IR Illuminators with 12V DC are supported

Two types of Power sources are available:

- 24V AC/DC power with additional power supply
- Complete PoE option (with 30w PoE Injector)

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION**

Warranty: 2 years

Positions: 32 fixed positions

Rotation: pan +360°, tilt -80° - +13°

Usability: indoor and outdoor

Construction: die-cast aluminum

Mounting accessories: variety of accessories

Weatherproof: to IP66

Capacity: 3.5 kg / 7.7 pounds

Swivel range: 360° endless at 8° per second

Power demand: 9W Operation, 5W Standby 24V AC/DC (without camera)

Temperature range: -25°C to +60°C

-9 to +140 Fahrenheit

Dimensions: 275x190x165 mm

12V DC exit for IR/ white light illuminators
Bracket optional for IR/white light illuminator
Comes with power adapter (for the head and a camera), Upgrade to PoE with 20W PoE Injector

**ACCESSORIES**

Delivery without camera and bracket
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